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Abstract
As the most ambitious regional development in the history of the European Union, RIS3 (Research and Innovation
Strategies for Smart Specialization) has stimulated a large body of theoretical and empirical research. This article
advances the scholarly literature through a comparative analysis of RIS3 programs in two EU regions: Sydsvierge in
southern Sweden and Warmińsko-Mazurskie in northeastern Poland. The former is one of Europe’s most innovative
regions, while the latter ranks as a laggard in regional development. We focus on innovation in food and agriculture,
an industry prioritized in the RIS3 programs of both of the target regions. Using a three-pronged cluster mapping
model (industry specialization, size of cluster, knowledge complexity) and data extracted from the European
Observatory for Clusters and Industrial Change, we examine smart specialization paths across five segments of the
ag/food industries of Sydsvierge and Warmińsko-Mazurskie (core, upstream, downstream, related, unrelated). By
comparing and contrasting the results of RIS3 programs of two regions occupying polar positions in European
development, we explore the factors promoting and hindering smart specialization in food and agriculture. The article
provides important insights on key questions in the smart specialization literature: the risks/benefits of related versus
unrelated diversification; the role of technological complexity in regional development; and the challenges of
innovation and competitiveness in developed and underdeveloped regions.
Key Words: Smart Specialization, Regional Innovation, Agricultural Technology, Poland, Sweden
I. Introduction
In June 2011, the European Commission created a Smart Specialization Platform to promote growth, innovation, and
competitiveness in regions of European Union countries and non-EU states. By 2020, 210 regions had registered in the
program under the auspices of RIS3 (Research and Innovation Strategies for Smart Specialization).
Departing from the industry-specific approach to specialization associated with Michael Porter, RIS3 aims to expand
the capacity of regions for technology-driven innovation within and across industries. In that context, “diversified
specialization” prioritizes the augmentation of existing regional assets and development of new capabilities to enable
movement into both related and unrelated industries (Foray, Goddard, Beldarrain, Landabaso, McCann, Morgan,
Nauwelaers, and Ortega-Argilés 2012; Foray, Morgan, and Radosevic 2017).
The EU’s RIS3 campaign has spurred a growing body of theoretical work on smart specialization and empirical
research on program outcomes in participating regions. This article augments the extant literature with a detailed
investigation of smart specialization in two participants in the RIS3 program: Sydsvierge in southern Sweden and
Warmińsko-Mazurskie in northeastern Poland. The former is one of Europe’s strongest performing regions measured
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by innovation, specialization, technology adoption, and diversification in value-added industries. The latter is one of
the least developed regions in the European Union that ranks near the bottom of EU assessments of innovation and
competitiveness. Our comparative analysis of RIS3 programs in the two regions charts potential paths for smart
specialization in underdeveloped EU regions based on best practices in strong regions.
We focus on smart specialization in food and agriculture. The food/agriculture industry well illustrates the
opportunities and challenges of smart specialization in Europe. Global competitive forces are exerting mounting
pressure on European farms to diversify out of low-margin commodity markets and to adopt advanced technologies
across the ag/food value chain.
To guide our empirical analysis of smart specialization in the ag/food industries of Sydsvierge and WarmińskoMazurskie, we devise a cluster mapping model that applies three measures: degree of industry specialization, size of
industry cluster, and level of knowledge complexity in the industry. Using this model, we analyze cluster development
across five segments of the agro-industrial value chains of the target regions: core ag/food industries, upstream
industries, downstream industries, related industries, and unrelated industries.
2. Smart Specialization in Europe
The novel research design of the article–combining a three-pronged cluster mapping model and empirical data on two
regions of Europe occupying polar positions in agrotech development–generates important contributions to scholarly
research on smart specialization in Europe.
We address the threads of the smart specialization literature:
2.1 Diversification Strategies
Scholars of smart specialization have identified two paths of regional diversification: Related diversification
(development of industrial capabilities closely related to existing regional assets) and unrelated diversification
(movement into industries remote from established regional capabilities). Studies of regional development in Europe
indicate that related diversification is more common than unrelated diversification (Xiao, Boschma, and Andersson
2018). Diversification based on existing local capabilities (e.g., movement from motor cycles to trucks) is less risky
and difficult than diversification requiring capabilities not present in the region (e.g., migration from bananas to
computers). (Boschma, Coenen, Frenken, and Truffer 2017). Unrelated diversification is most likely to occur in regions
exhibiting strong entrepreneurship (new facilities created by local startups rather than plants created by established
incumbents) and robust ties to innovative companies and multinational enterprises based outside the region (whose
local subsidiaries bring new capabilities to the host region). (Boschma 2017)
Our empirical investigation augments the smart specialization literature by analyzing patterns of related and unrelated
diversification in the ag/food sectors of Sydsvierge and Warmińsko-Mazurskie. Echoing the results of other studies, we
find that related diversification is more common than unrelated diversification in those sectors. But our analysis also
reveals examples of unrelated diversification in both target regions, demonstrating the potential for diversification out
of specialized ag/food sectors in Europe.
2.2 Technology Adoption
Scholarly works on smart specialization examine the challenges facing RIS3 regions undergoing technological
modernization. Using EU patent data, Balland, Boschma, Crespo, and Rigby (2019) develop a framework to map smart
specialization strategies along the metrics of technological relatedness and technological complexity. The combination
of high relatedness/high complexity designates an optimal strategy offering strong benefits and low risks (“high road”).
Low relatedness/low complexity describes a sub-optimal strategy that provides weak benefits with high risks (“dead
end”). The combination of high relatedness/low complexity entails low risks but limited benefits (“slow road”). Smart
specialization strategies combining low relatedness and high complexity offer strong potential benefits, but also
significant risks for regions diversifying into complex technologies unrooted in existing capabilities (“casino”).
Asheim (2019) argues that such high reward/high risk diversification strategies are increasingly plausible owing to the
dispersion of key enabling technologies (KET) such as biotechnology, digital technology, nanotechnology, photonics,
and advanced materials. He cites the examples of developed regions in the EU (East Central Sweden, Upper Austria,
and Emilia-Romano in Italy) that have leveraged KETs to accelerate diversification into complex, unrelated
technologies.
KET-based strategies have also proven effective in some regions in Central and Eastern Europe (e.g., Mazovia in
Poland) that possess strong institutional and technological assets and factor cost advantages. However, most peripheral
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regions in the CEE countries lack the resources (absorptive capacity, institutional governance, academia-industry links)
to parlay KETs for diversification into complex/unrelated technologies.
Adoption of new and emerging technologies presents opportunities for competitive differentiation in regions with large
ag/food sectors.
Deployment of “precision agriculture” technologies (automated equipment, soil sensors, unmanned aerial vehicles, etc.)
facilitates migration from commodity to value-added products. However, adoption of advanced farm technologies that
are misaligned with regional absorptive capacity raises serious risks. Conversely, reliance on outdated technologies
presents comparatively low risks but may lock ag/farm industries into cycles of eroding competitiveness and declining
margins.
This article illuminates the risk/reward tradeoffs of technology modernization in the ag/food sectors of regional
participants in the EU’s RIS3 program. Our research design (which disaggregates the ag/food sectors of Sydsvierge and
Warmińsko-Mazurskie into core, upstream, downstream, related, and unrelated segments) allows us to track the
diversification of regional farms into components of the ag/food value chain exhibiting varying levels of knowledge
complexity.
2.3 Regional Performance Gap
Scholarly research shows wide regional disparities in the RIS3 program. Highly developed regions in Northern and
Western Europe report the most favorable outcomes, reflecting strong institutional environments that facilitate
refinement of existing practices. Some Southern European regions with weak governance systems have managed to
surmount institutional barriers to smart specialization. RIS3 implementation has proven challenging in participating
regions of Central and Eastern Europe, where post-communist institutional and governance structures remain weak
(McCann and Ortega-Argilés 2016; Grillitsch and Asheim 2018).
Asheim, Grillitsch, and Trippl (2016) explore the factors underpinning the relative success of the Scandinavian
countries in smart specialization: effective governance, high institutional capacity, strong knowledge-based industries,
robust entrepreneurial sectors, talent pools with large shares of tertiary education, high levels of social capital that
promote inter-organizational collaboration. Southern Sweden stands as an archetype of diversified specialization based
on that region’s concentration of knowledge-creating institutions (“organizational thickness”) and heterogenous
industrial structure enabling new path development.
While the countries of Central and Eastern Europe have significantly narrowed the productivity gap with Western
Europe, they still lack the regional assets requisite to Scandinavian-type smart specialization. Gianelle, Guzzo, and
Mieszkowski (2019) and Muscio, Reid, and Leon (2015) examine the “regional innovation paradox” of the CEE area:
The contradiction between the demand for increased EU spending on innovation in the CEE countries and the region’s
lower capacity to absorb public funds. Benner (2019) shows how the legacies of top-down decision making in the
former socialist countries clash with the bottom-up orientation of the RIS3 program, which relies on discoveries of
innovation opportunities by local entrepreneurs (EDP). Anić, Corrocher, Morrison, and Aralica (2019) note the low
level of trust between local agents in CEE economies that frustrates inter-firm alliances and knowledge sharing.
Against these region-wide liabilities, the CEE countries display important variations in RIS3 programs. Smart
specialization is least advanced in less developed CEE countries such as Romania (Healy 2018; Ranga 2018). The
development paths of advanced CEE economies like Slovenia and Czech Republic align more closely with EU norms.
The Baltic Republics (whose small domestic markets hinder formation of horizontal local linkages) have pursued
technology enclave strategies aimed at integration in international value chains (Karo and Kattel 2015). For transitional
economies dependent on European Union funding, ex ante conditionality (which obliges member states to enact RIS3
programs to access European Structural and Investment Funds) serves an impetus for smart specialization in the CEE
region (Reimeris 2016).
Our comparative analysis (focusing on the agtech components of the RIS3 programs of a two regions occupying polar
positions in European development) highlights possibilities of narrowing the regional performance gap. The
experiences of Sydsvierge (a highly developed region of southern Sweden with world-class assets) indicate paths for
smart specialization in Warmińsko-Mazurskie (an underdeveloped region of northeastern Poland with significant
untapped potential in ag/food and related industries).
3. Research Questions
The article addresses following research questions:
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To what degree and in what ways are Sydsvierge and Warmińsko-Mazurskie pursuing related versus unrelated
diversification strategies?
How are the target RIS3 regions managing the risk/reward tradeoffs of technological complexity?
What lessons from the experiences of strong performing RIS3 regions such as Sydsviergeapply to weaker
performing regions like Warmińsko-Mazurskie?

We focus on regional development strategies in food and agriculture, a sector prioritized in the RIS3 programs of both
Sydsvierge and Warmińsko-Mazurskie. The problems addressed in the smart specialization literature–the benefits and
risks of related versus unrelated diversification; the role of technological complexity in regional specialization
strategies; the factors driving RIS3 outcomes in Western Europe and Central and Eastern Europe– clearly resonate in
the food and agriculture sector.
Smart specialization offers significant opportunities for agricultural producers. Amid mounting competition and
declining margins, smart specialization provides a path for commodity farms to diversify into value-added products and
escape the trap of low investment and weak market orientation. Regional specialization programs have bolstered the
competitiveness of agro-based clusters in Africa (e.g., cut flowers, fish processing), Asia (grapes, livestock), and Latin
America (coffee, wine, fruit). Applications of new and emerging technologies in these regions boost agricultural
productivity, raise farm income, and facilitate integration of smallholder farms into global value chains (GálvezNogales 2010). Advances in bioconversion systems enable the transformation of “flex crops” (maize, palm oil, soy,
sugarcane) into biofuels, bioplastics, and other non-food byproducts that generate supplementary revenue streams and
buffer farms against external shocks and market fluctuations (Bastos 2018).
The food/agriculture sector figures prominently in the EU’s smart specialization program. Three-quarters of
participating RIS3 regions have selected agro-food as a sectoral priority. Agro-based specialization programs underway
in Europe cover applications of advanced technologies (biotechnology, biofuels, biopharmaceuticals, chemistry, digital
technologies, sensors), food production and distribution, food safety and security, food traceability, organic foods,
transport and logistics, health and nutrition, maritime and fisheries, aquaculture, and agro-tourism (Cavicchi and
Stancova 2016; Cavicchi and Stancova 2017).
Recent trends in venture capital investment signal the investor community’s growing confidence in the commercial
potential of agricultural technologies. Globally, VC funding of agtech reached $20 billion in 2019, over three times the
level of 2012. Over 70 percent of agtech VC investments in 2019 went to downstream technology applications
(eGrocery, cloud retail infrastructure, restaurant market places, et al); the remainder went to upstream operations
(biotechnology, digital farm technologies, innovative food, et al). The United States, China, and India accounted for
two-thirds of global agtech VC funding that year. (See Figure 1 below).

Investments in online supermarkets, cloud retail infrastructure, and related downstream operations are not
region-specific. The primary aim of such agtech investments is to exploit commercial opportunities in
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food-related e-commerce markets at the national and international levels. By contrast, deployment of advanced
agricultural technologies in upstream operations at the farm level (robotic farm equipment, wifi-enabled sensors,
spectral food sensing, alternative proteins, GMO-based seeds, precision irrigation, integrated pest management) hinges
on the availability of regional capabilities.
Accordingly, the risk/benefit calculus of agtech applications for smart specialization is most salient in the sphere of
upstream operations. The low risk/high benefits model is most likely to succeed in regions possessing indigenous
capabilities closely related to the complex technologies under adoption. Regions attempting to diversify into advanced
upstream technologies unrelated to local capabilities face a less favorable risk/benefit scenario. Our empirical
investigation of agro-based smart specialization in Sweden and Poland illuminates these tradeoffs, examining the
experiences of Sydsvierge(a capabilities-rich region) and Warmińsko-Mazurskie (a region with comparatively weak
indigenous capabilities) in related/unrelated technology diversification.
4. Research Design
To guide our comparative analysis of the RIS3 programs of Sydsvierge and Warmińsko-Mazurskie, we devise a model
to analyze smart specialization paths in food and agriculture. The model maps regional agricultural technology clusters
along three dimensions (degree of specialization, size of cluster, and level of technological complex) across five
industry segments (core, upstream, downstream, related, unrelated). This model is shown in Figure 2 below:
4.1 Degree of Cluster Specialization
To measure the degree of specialization in agrotech clusters, we employ a Location Quotient. Following the
methodology of Figiel, Kuberska, and Kufel (2014), this metric gauges the concentration of employment in the target
industry within the region relative to the concentration of employment in that industry nation-wide. A regional/national
concentration ratio exceeding 1.0 indicates a comparatively high degree of specialization; a ratio below 1.0 a low
degree of specialization.

The cluster specialization metric is formalized as follows:
(𝐴/𝐵)
LQ = (𝐶/𝐷)
Where LQ = Location Quotient
A = Employment in the industry cluster within the region
B = Total employment in the region
C = Total employment in the industry cluster in the country
D = Total employment in the country
High Specialization: LQ > 1.0
12
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Medium-High Specialization: LQ 0.80 – 0.99
Medium-Low Specialization: LQ 0.60 – 0.79
Low Specialization: LQ < 0.60
4.2 Size of Cluster
Our measure of the size of regional agrotech clusters is straightforward, based on the total number of full-time
employees in the target industry within the region.
4.3 Level of Knowledge Complexity
This component of our cluster mapping model draws on the Knowledge Complexity index devised by Balland,
Boschma, Crespo, and Rigby (2019) that uses patent data to measure the degree of complexity of selected industries.
We supplement that patent-based index with qualitative assessments of the tacit knowledge and barriers to emulation
present in the target industries.
4.4 Agrotech Industry Categories
We disaggregate the five agrotech industry categories (core, upstream, downstream, related, unrelated) into key
industry segments (Figure 3):
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4.5 Complexity Groups
We then sort these cluster industries by complexity groups: high complexity, medium/high complexity, medium/low
complexity, low complexity (Figure 4):

Using data extracted from the European Observatory for Clusters and Industrial Change
(https://interactivetool.eu/EASME/EOCIC/index.html), we apply this cluster mapping model to our agtech components
of the RIS3 programs of Sydsviergeand Warmińsko-Mazurskie. This approach gives us analytical leverage on key
questions regarding smart specialization in those regions:
1. The degree to which regional assets are dedicated to core, upstream, and downstream segments of the ag/food value
chain
2. The extent to which the two regions are diversifying into industries related or unrelated to agriculture and food
3. The role of technological complexity in the diversification strategies of Sydsvierge and Warmińsko-Mazurskie
5. Profiles of Target Regions
Our selection of target regions follows the European Union’s NUTS 2 protocol (Nomenclature of Territorial Units for
Statistics, Level II).
Figure 5 reports the key socioeconomic indicators of Warmińsko-Mazurskie and Sydsvierge:
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5.1 Sydsvierge
Sydsvierge subsumes the counties of Skåne and Blekinge in southern Sweden. The regional economy is well
diversified, with established clusters in life sciences, food processing, and information and communications
technology. The large Swedish multinational corporations are headquartered in other regions (e.g., Ericsson, H & M,
and Skanska in Stockholm; Volvo in Gothenburg). However, Sydsvierge hosts a number of important mid-size
companies such as Alfa Laval (machinery), Lindab International AB (fabricated metal), Peab AB (construction), Tetra
Pak (packaging), and Trelleborg AB (plastic and rubber).
Sydsvierge also hosts a number of internationally recognized universities and research institutions including Blekinge
University of Technology, Kristianstad University, Lund University, Malmö University, and the Swedish University of
Agricultural Sciences. These regional assets underpin Sydsvierge’s standing as a national and EU leader in patent
issues, R & D investments, and related metrics (European Commission 2020a).
5.2 Warmińsko-Mazurskie
Warmińsko-Mazurskie is situated in northeastern Poland, bordering Lithuania and the Russian enclave of Kaliningrad.
The region enjoys access to the Baltic Sea via the Bay of Gdańsk. With a per capita income of €15,000 (71 percent of
the national average), Warmińsko-Mazurskie is one Poland’s poorest provinces. Agriculture, fishing, food processing,
construction, and metal forming represent the region’s main industries.
Warmińsko-Mazurskie is one of Poland’s leading producers of beef, poultry, and pork. The region is naturally well
endowed, with a high concentration of forests and lakes that creates significant potential in recreation, tourism, and
wood/furniture manufacturing.
The provincial capital of Olsztyn hosts the University of Warmia and Mazury, which offers academic programs in
agriculture, biology, engineering, and veterinary medicine supported by a Center of Innovation and Technology
Transfer. The cities of Olsztyn, Elbląg, and Ełk host science and technology parks. The region holds several research
institutions including the Institute of Animal Reproduction and Food Research in Olsztyn and the Institute of
Innovation of the Dairy Industry in Mragowo. Meanwhile, the Polish National Investment and Trade Agency has
designated Warmińsko-Mazurskie as a Special Economic Zone to stimulate investment in the region.
But the technological and human capital assets of Warmińsko-Mazurskie remain among the weakest in Europe. Levels
of tertiary education, R & D expenditures, and employment in high-technology sectors fall below the averages of both
Poland and the EU-27. The region accounts for just 0.6 percent of patents issued nationally, the lowest of Poland’s
seventeen voivodeships (European Commission 2020b).
5.3 Innovation in Sydsvierge and Warmińsko-Mazurskie
Region-specific data show a large gap in the innovation capabilities of Sydsvierge and Warmińsko-Mazurskie. The
European Commission ranks Sydsvierge among Europe’s ten most innovative regions, a group that includes Zürich,
Helsinki, Stockholm, and Berlin. By contrast, Warmińsko-Mazurskie ranks among Europe’s least innovative regions,
occupying a cluster of under-performing regions in Bulgaria, Greece, Romania, and Spain (SeeFigure 6 below).
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Sydsvierge’s advantages over Warmińsko-Mazurskie are most notable in the innovation indicators of lifelong learning
(307 percent vs.18 percent of the EU average), trademark applications (228 percent vs. 48 percent), patent applications
(221 percent vs. 13 percent), business R & D expenditures (135 percent vs. 29 percent), and in-house innovations of
SMEs (105 percent vs. 24 percent).
5.4 RIS3 Programs in Sydsvierge and Warmińsko-Mazurskie
Following European Commission guidelines, participants in RIS3 programs declare regional priorities in smart
specialization. RIS3 program managers in Sydsvierge and Warmińsko-Mazurskie announced the following priorities:
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Source: European Commission, Smart Specialization Platform
https://s3platform.jrc.ec.europa.eu/home
The breadth of Sydsvierge’s RIS3 priorities underscores that region’s heterogeneous industrial structure, heightening
prospects for a diversified specialization path aligned with the European Commission’s Smart Specialization Platform.
Under the bottom-up Entrepreneurial Discovery Process, local stakeholders identify opportunities for diversifying into
related and unrelated areas by deepening the region’s existing
assets and developing new competitive capabilities. Sydsvierge’s resources–high innovation capacity, strong
institutions, effective governance, dense network of inter-company and inter-industry links, collaborative ties with
other innovative regions–augur favorably for the region’s smart specialization strategy.
By contrast, Warmińsko-Mazurskie’s more narrowly defined RIS3 priorities indicate limited scope for diversified
specialization. A number of priority areas declared in the Sydsvierge plan–next generation life sciences, advanced
digital technologies, digitized manufacturing–reside at a considerable distance from Warmińsko-Mazurskie’s
capabilities base.
However, both regions include food and agriculture among their RIS3 priorities, with complementarities between the
sub-components of those ag/food strategies. This provides a foundation for our empirical investigation of agtech cluster
development in Sydsvierge and Warmińsko-Mazurskie, the results of which are reported below.
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6. Empirical Analysis
Our empirical analysis proceeds as follows. We begin by mapping agrotech clusters in the target regions, applying the
specialization (location quotient) and size of cluster (employment) metrics across the five industry categories (core,
upstream, downstream, related, unrelated). We classify those industry segments using the knowledge complexity
framework (high complexity, medium/high complexity, medium/low complexity, low complexity). We then integrate
the components of our model (industry category–specialization–size of cluster–knowledge complexity) to generate
summary results of our analysis of agrotech development in Sydsviergeand Warmińsko-Mazurskie.
6.1 Agrotech Cluster Mapping: Core Industries
Our analysis of core ag/food industries in the two regions yields the following results. The largest core segment
measured by employment is the Food Processing industry in Sydsvierge, which also displays a relatively high level of
specialization. By far the most specialized core segment measured by location quotient is the Forestry industry in
Warmińsko-Mazurskie, which also exhibits a large cluster size. Warmińsko-Mazurskie’s Food Processing and
Livestock Processing industries report comparatively high levels of cluster size and specialization. Sydsvierge’s other
core agtech segments (Agricultural Inputs, Fishing/Fish Products, Livestock Processing) rate low in cluster formation
(Figure 7).

6.2 Agrotech Cluster Mapping: Upstream Industries
Our cluster mapping analysis demonstrates the comparative strength of Sydsvierge in key upstream industries linked to
agrotech development: Business Services, Digital Industries, IT/Analytical Instruments. Those industries display lower
levels of specialization and cluster size in Warmińsko-Mazurskie. Advanced Packaging and Environmental Services in
Warmińsko-Mazurskie’s report comparatively high specialization rates. Vulcanized/Fired Products in WarmińskoMazurskie emerges as an outlier in the upstream industry analysis, with a specialization level exceeding all other
categories in the upstream group (Figure 8).
6.3 Agrotech Cluster Mapping: Downstream Industries
Our mapping of downstream industries shows generally lower levels of cluster development, with most industry
segments situated near the origin. Exceptions to this pattern include Distribution & ECommerce (large downstream
clusters in both regions), Logistic Services, Transportation & Logistics, and Biopharmaceuticals in Sydsvierge
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(reflecting that region’s diversified industrial structure), and Wood Products in Warmińsko-Mazurskie (illustrating that
region’s forestry resources). (Figure 9)

6.4 Agrotech Cluster Mapping: Related Industries
Our mapping of related industries yields variegated results. The outlier in this dataset is Warmińsko-Mazurskie’s
Furniture industry, whose large size and high specialization provide further evidence of the region’s forestry-related
capabilities. Leather Products, Apparel, and Construction Products industries report comparatively high specialization
rates in Warmińsko-Mazurskie and low specialization in Sydsvierge. Experience, Hospitality & Tourism, and Marine
& Maritime rank as Sydsvierge’s most developed related industry clusters (Figure 10).
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6.5 Agrotech Cluster Mapping: Unrelated Industries
In both Sydsvierge and Warmińsko-Mazurskie, specialization levels in unrelated industries are generally lower than in
the other industry categories. Exceptions to this pattern include Performing Arts, Video Production, Music & Sound
Recording, and Medical Devices in Sydsvierge and Lighting/Electrical Equipment, Printing Services, Medical Devices,
and Jewelry/Precious Metals) in Warmińsko-Mazurskie (Figure 11).

6.6 Smart Specialization: Summary of Results
The results of our analysis are summarized in Figure 12 (Sydsvierge)and Figure 13 (Warmińsko-Mazurskie), with the
agrotech industry segments sorted by specialization levels, cluster size, industry category, and knowledge complexity.
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7. Discussion of Results
Our comparative analysis of the RIS3 programs of Sydsvierge and Warmińsko-Mazurskie reveals the following
patterns.
7.1 High Specialization: LQ > 1
In Sydsvierge, high specialization rates are most prevalent in upstream industries (Business Services, Digital Industries,
IT/Analytical Instruments, Upstream Chemicals) with high levels of knowledge complexity. The region’s
diversification into highly specialized downstream industries is limited to Biopharmaceuticals and Logistical Services.
Sydsvierge’s Biopharmaceuticals cluster remains small (fewer than 2000 employees), indicating scope for expansion in
that technology-intensive and highly complex industry. Two core agtech industries (Forestry and Food Processing)
appear in the region’s high specialization group. Sydsvierge has diversified into a number of unrelated industries with
low or medium/low complexity (Performing Arts, Paper & Packaging, Music/Sound Recording, Video Products). The
one unrelated/complex industry in Sydsvierge’s portfolio is Medical Devices.
Medical Devices also appears in Warmińsko-Mazurskie’s high specialization group, reflecting the emergence of
medical device manufacturing in the region (including a producer of ultrasound scanners in Olsztyn) and signaling
potential industry spillover from more developed regions (Mazowiecki, Małopolskie, Pomorskie, Zachodniopomorskie,
Dolnośląskie). Other industries in Warmińsko-Mazurskie’s high specialization/unrelated diversification group reside at
lower levels of knowledge complexity (Jewelry/Precious Metals, Lighting/Electrical, Printing Services).
Similarly, Warmińsko-Mazurskie’s highly specialized upstream industries (Vulcanized/Fired Materials, Metal Working
Technology, Paper & Packaging), downstream industries (Wood Products, Downstream Metals, Water Transportation)
exhibit medium or low complexity. The region’s high specialization/related group comprises one high complexity
industry (Environmental Services) and several low or medium/low complexity industries (Furniture, Leather Products,
Construction Products, Plastics). Four core agtech industries (Forestry, Livestock Processing, Agricultural Inputs, Food
Processing) appear in the region’s high complexity group.
Our analysis indicates that Warmińsko-Mazurskie’s greatest potential for regional specialization emanates from its
Forestry, Furniture, and Wood Products industries, which display the highest location quotients in the entire dataset.
While those industries exhibit relatively low levels of knowledge complexity, their developmental requirements align
closely with the region’s existing capabilities base.
7.2 Low Specialization: LQ < 0.60
Sydsvierge and Warmińsko-Mazurskie display divergent patterns of cluster development in low specialization
industries. The former region’s low specialization group is populated with industries that appear in the latter’s high
specialization category: Livestock Processing, Furniture, Wood Products, Vulcanized/Fired Materials,
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Construction Products, Jewelry/Precious Metals, Leather Products, Upstream Metal, Environmental Services). With the
exception of Environmental Services, all of those low specialization Sydsvierge industries are low or medium/low
complexity. By contrast, Warmińsko-Mazurskie’s low specialization group includes high complexity industries that
appear in Sydsvierge’s high specialization cluster (Business Services, Digital Industries, Biopharmaceuticals).
These results underscore the gap between Sydsvierge and Warmińsko-Mazurskie in the regional assets (R & D
infrastructure, tertiary educational attainment, etc.) requisite to diversification in complex knowledge-intensive
industries.
7.3 Medium Specialization: LQ 0.60–0.99
The intermediate categories (medium-high and medium-low specialization) show a wider range of results. At the upper
end of that specialization range, Sydsvierge has diversified into related and downstream industries coded as highly
complex (Environmental Industries, Distribution/ECommerce). In that medium-high group, Warmińsko-Mazurskie has
diversified into two high complexity industries: Production Technologies and Distribution/ECommerce.
On the lower end of the intermediate specialization range, Sydsvierge reports several medium/low complexity
industries Printing Services, Lighting/Electrical, Plastics, Metal Working Technology, Downstream Metals) that exhibit
significantly higher specialization levels in Warmińsko-Mazurskie. Warmińsko-Mazurskie’s medium-low
specialization group comprises three high complexity industries (Environmental Industries, Upstream Chemicals,
IT/Analytical Instruments) that appear in Sydsvierge’s high specialization cluster–echoing the previous observations
concerning the latter region’s advantages in technology-driven innovation.
The results reported in the intermediate specialization categories also show variations in patterns of unrelated
diversification in the two regions. Three unrelated industries in Warmińsko-Mazurskie’s medium-high and mediumlow groups (Video Products, Music/Sound Recording, and Performing Arts) are classified as highly specialized in
Sydsvierge. Conversely, two unrelated industries in Sydsvierge’s intermediate group (Printing Services and
Lighting/Electrical) are rated as highly specialized in Warmińsko-Mazurskie.
8. Conclusions
Figure 14 summarizes the smart specialization paths of Sydsvierge and Warmińsko-Mazurskie in food and agriculture.
The ag/food industries of the two regions reporting high rates of specialization (LQ > 1) are situated in the categories
identified by Balland, Boschma, Crespo, and Rigby (2019). Diversification into related industries with high knowledge
complexity describes the “High Road” path. Diversification into unrelated industries with high knowledge complexity
describes the “Casino” path. Diversification into related industries with low knowledge complexity designates a “Slow
Road” path. Diversification into unrelated industries with low knowledge complexity describes a “Dead End” path.
The broad trajectories of ag/food development in Sydsvierge and Warmińsko-Mazurskie reported in Figure 14
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research showing the obstacles to smart specialization in underdeveloped regions of Europe. Sydsvierge exhibits high
rates of specialization in a cluster of industries combining high knowledge complexity and high relatedness to existing
regional capabilities, a path that generates high value for the region (opportunities for competitive differentiation,
migration into high-value products and services) at relatively low risk.
By contrast, Warmińsko-Mazurskie hosts just one ag/food industry (environmental services) possessing that
combination. The majority of Warmińsko-Mazurskie’s high-specialization industries are clustered in the “Medium/Low
Intermediate” and “Slow Road” categories describing diversification strategies anchored to current regional capabilities
with comparatively low technology content.
These results lead us to the following conclusions regarding smart specialization in Sweden and Poland.
8.1 Diversification Strategies
The smart specialization literature addresses the tradeoffs of related versus unrelated diversification. The results of our
empirical analysis illuminate the risks/rewards of alternative diversification strategies in food and agriculture in two
European regions with sharply divergent capability bases.
Echoing the findings of previous works on smart specialization, our study of RIS3 programs in Sweden and Poland
indicates a low incidence of unrelated diversification. Diversification into unrelated industries with high levels of
knowledge complexity (“casino”) represents the riskiest–and potentially most rewarding–path of smart specialization.
Our investigation indeed found just one industry–medical devices–displaying a combination of high
specialization/unrelated/high complexity. Interestingly, that high risk/high reward scenario occurs in both
SydsviergeWarmińsko-Mazurskie, underscoring the possibilities of diversification into a technology-intensive industry
far removed from food and agriculture.
The least risky–and typically least rewarding–smart specialization path entails a diversification strategy emphasizing
development of core, upstream, and downstream industries with low levels of complexity. That path generally aligns
with the case of Warmińsko-Mazurskie, whose most highly specialized industries (Forestry, Wood Products,
Vulcanized/Fired Products) are core/downstream/upstream industries with low/medium complexity. Sydsvierge’s most
highly specialized industries are also downstream/upstream, albeit at higher levels of knowledge complexity
(Biopharmaceuticals, Business Services, Digital Industries).
Related diversification occupies an intermediate position in the risk/reward spectrum of smart specialization. Such
industries reside within the capabilities base of the core industry, and therefore present fewer challenges than
diversification into unrelated activities. But unlike upstream and downstream operations, related industries are not
formally integrated with the core industry. Our study located a number of related industries in the high specialization
groups: Furniture, Leather Products, Construction Products, and Environmental Services (Warmińsko-Mazurskie);
Marketing/Design/Publishing, Hospitality & Tourism, Marine/MaritimePlastics (Sydsvierge). Consistent with the
broader findings of the investigation, low complexity industries play a greater role in Warmińsko-Mazurskie’s related
diversification strategy than in Sydsvierge.
8.2 Technology Adoption in Food and Agriculture
As indicated previously in the article, over 70 percent of global venture capital investments in food and agriculture
focus on downstream technologies (e.g., cloud retail infrastructure, e-commerce, restaurant market places) with a
smaller share of agtech investments destined for upstream operations (alternative proteins, precision farming, integrated
pest management, etc.) We noted that the application of advanced agricultural technologies in upstream operations
raises different challenges for regional specialization than downstream operations, posing greater demands on regionspecific capabilities for agtech deployment at the farm level.
Our empirical investigation augments the extent literature on the role of advanced technologies in upstream and
downstream components of the ag/food value chain. Both of our target regions host sizable clusters in Distribution &
ECommerce, albeit with relatively low specialization levels. Transportation & Logistics and Logistical Services (both
coded as downstream in our model) report roughly similar results in the two regions measured by cluster size and
location quotient. The differing levels of technological complexity of the most highly specialized downstream
industries in Sydsvierge and Warmińsko-Mazurskie (Biopharmaceuticals and Wood Products respectively) underscore
the divergent capability bases of the target regions.
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The pattern of technology adoption in upstream agricultural operations in the two regions reinforces that observation.
In Sydsvierge, the upstream industries exhibiting the highest rates of specialization (Business Services, Digital
Industries, IT/Analytical Instruments) are relatively technology-intensive. By contrast, Warmińsko-Mazurskie’s most
specialized upstream industry is Vulcanized/Fire Products (hardened rubber), an important link in the ag/food value
chain but an industry displaying comparatively low technology content. Upstream industry segments emphasizing
farm-level applications of digital technology are poorly developed in Warmińsko-Mazurskie. However, two of the
region’s upstream industries (Advanced Packaging and Environmental Services) report high specialization levels,
indicating a potential for follow-on agtech investments that would hasten Warmińsko-Mazurskie’s transition to valueadded agricultural operations.
8.3 Smart Specialization in Central and Eastern Europe
Our study enriches scholarly research on the particular challenges of smart specialization in Central and Eastern
Europe. The general trajectory of the RIS3 programs in
Sydsvierge and Warmińsko-Mazurskie–showing higher levels of diversification in complex, technology-intensive
industries in the former region than in the latter region–validates the findings of other studies of the regional outcomes
of smart specialization programs in Europe.
Our examination of agtech development in Warmińsko-Mazurskie highlights the institutional, social, and economic
hurdles confronting CEE regions undertaking RIS3 programs: residues of top-down decision making under state
socialism that clash with the bottom-up orientation of the Entrepreneurial Development Process; low levels of social
capital that hinder inter-firm and intra-regional collaboration; paucity of high quality universities and research
institutions needed to deepen workforce skills and enable adoption of new and emerging technologies.
To address these challenges, the European Union has a launched a special facility (RIS3 in Lagging Regions) to
support less developed regions undertaking smart specialization programs. Along with Warmińsko-Mazurskie, other
underperforming provinces in Poland (Kujawsko-Pomorskie, Lubuskie, Podlaskie) and lagging regions of other CEE
countries (Bulgaria, Croatia, Hungary, Romania) have joined that facility.
Agtech innovation is a critical priority in Poland, a country heavily dependent on agricultural exports that possesses
strong competitive assets in food production. For an underdeveloped province like Warmińsko-Mazurskie, exploitation
of untapped regional potential in food and agriculture hinges on targeted investments in core industry segments that
already display high levels of specialization (food processing, forestry) and related industries where the region’s natural
endowments confer a competitive advantage (furniture, wood products).
8.4 Directions for Future Research
Finally, our research points to directions for future research on smart specialization in Europe. The methodology
employed in this article–a cluster mapping model drawing on the EU’s EOCIC database on regional specialization–
generates valuable findings on RIS3-related developments at the industry level. Meanwhile, the research design of the
article–a comparative analysis of two regional participants in RIS3 programs occupying polar positions in European
development–delivers important insights on the factors supporting and hindering smart specialization in food and
agriculture.
The scholarly literature would profit from micro-level research focusing on the regional activities, processes, practices
related to smart specialization in ag/food industries. Drawing on the quadruple helix model (academia–industry–
government–citizenry), such a research program would employ interviews of RIS3 program officials, business
managers, entrepreneurs, university faculty, and other local stakeholders combined with field work addressing farmlevel operations, technology applications, and cultural practices.
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